The construction of genome-wide mutant collections has enabled high-throughput, high-dimensional quantitative characterization of gene and chemical function, particularly via genetic and chemical-genetic interaction experiments. As the throughput of such experiments increases with improvements in sequencing technology and sample multiplexing, appropriate tools must be developed to handle the large volume of data produced. Here, we describe how to apply our approach to high-throughput, fitness-based profiling of pooled mutant yeast collections using the BEAN-counter software pipeline (Barcoded Experiment Analysis for Next-generation sequencing) for analysis. The software has also successfully processed data from Schizosaccharomyces pombe, Escherichia coli, and Zymomonas mobilis mutant collections. We provide general recommendations for the design of large-scale, multiplexed barcode sequencing experiments. The procedure outlined here was used to score interactions for~4 million chemical-by-mutant combinations in our recently published chemical-genetic interaction screen of nearly 14,000 chemical compounds across seven diverse compound collections. Here we selected a representative subset of these data on which to demonstrate our analysis pipeline. BEAN-counter is open source, written in Python, and freely available for academic use. Users should be proficient at the command line; advanced users who wish to analyze larger datasets with hundreds or more conditions should also be familiar with concepts in analysis of high-throughput biological data. BEAN-counter encapsulates the knowledge we have accumulated from, and successfully applied to, our multiplexed, pooled barcode sequencing experiments. This protocol will be useful to those interested in generating their own high-dimensional, quantitative characterizations of gene or chemical function in a high-throughput manner.
Introduction
Profiling the fitness of a genome-wide collection of mutants against different experimental perturbations provides rich information on the functional effects of these perturbations inside the cell [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Specifically, these screens allow the inference of a functional interaction between a mutant and a perturbation when the fitness of the mutant deviates from its expected fitness in the presence of the perturbation. Each functional interaction is classified as either a positive or negative interaction, meaning that the mutant was more or less fit than expected, respectively.
Fitness-based interaction screening has been applied across a variety of organisms as a means to systematically infer functional relationships between pairs of genes or between genes and environmental conditions (e.g., chemical compounds, heat shock). For example, when the perturbation introduced to the mutant collection is another genetic perturbation, the observed genetic interactions represent functional connections within cellular pathways as well as relationships between pathways that function together within a larger biological process 5, 6 . This strategy was used in Saccharomyces cerevisiae to construct the first complete genetic interaction network for an organism 6 , and screening of genetic interaction networks is underway for many other model organisms and in humans [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Another application of this approach is to perturb a mutant collection with a chemical compound, which reveals the mutants that confer resistance (positive interaction) or sensitivity (negative interaction) to the compound and provides information on the compound's mode of action [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 7, 8, 17, 18 . Thus, fitness-based interaction screening provides a systematic framework for discovering gene function, inferring the functional organization of the cell, and identifying promising new therapeutic candidates.
The ability to perform fitness-based interaction screening in a pooled format provides substantial gains in efficiency and throughput over screens performed against arrays of individual mutants 4, 19 . By inserting unique DNA barcodes with common primer sites for PCR-based amplification into the individual mutants, entire mutant collections can be pooled and grown in competition, with the abundance of each genetic barcode used as a proxy for fitness 19 . For chemical genomic screens, this pooled format enables screening of rare and/or expensive compounds because of substantial reductions in the amount of required compound.
The introduction of massively parallel sequencing technology enabled another dramatic increase in the throughput of these screens 10, 20 . Originally, the genetic barcodes were quantified using microarrays specific to a collection of mutants, and one microarray was required for each condition profiled against the collection. However, current sequencing technology provides for the multiplexed quantification of barcode abundance across multiple conditions, vastly increasing throughput and decreasing costs for the barcode quantification step 20 . We leveraged this new technology to develop a high-throughput chemical genomics screening platform in S. cerevisiae, enabling the multiplexed quantification-within one lane of Illumina HiSeq sequencing-of genetic barcodes from a diagnostic collection of~300 mutants (selected to represent the entire collection of~4,000 deletion mutants) screened in 768 independent experiments 10 ( Fig. 1, top) .
Development of the protocol
We developed the BEAN-counter software pipeline to address our need to process the data from high-throughput, sequencing-based interaction screens in a systematic, reproducible manner Top, A collection of barcoded yeast mutants (denoted by color) is subjected to both treatment and negative-control conditions, followed by PCR amplification of the genetic barcode sequences using indexed primers (indexing sequences indicated with black/gray specify different conditions) and ultimately, massively parallel sequencing. Bottom, The core of the BEAN-counter software is a pipeline for processing raw sequencing reads into interaction z-scores, which are calculated by comparing each condition's mutant abundance profile against that of a mean profile derived from negative-control conditions. Here, a positive chemical-genetic (CG) interaction score reflects a mutant's resistance to a compound and is depicted with yellow in all heatmaps. Negative interaction scores reflect mutant sensitivities to compounds and are depicted with blue. BEAN-counter also provides additional postprocessing tools to remove systematic effects and/or common, yet uninformative, signal typically observed in our pooled screening datasets.
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( Fig. 1, bottom) . This software evolved out of a previous set of scripts developed in our lab, collectively called 'barseq-counter'. The primary components of this software were a sequencing data parser designed specifically for our PCR amplicons and a LOWESS-based interaction-scoring procedure, the latter of which was inspired by the use of LOWESS for microarray-based gene expression analysis [21] [22] [23] [24] . We used this software for small-scale screens 25, 26 and for preliminary data processing for our screen of 10,000 compounds from the RIKEN Natural Product Depository 10 . During this initial round of processing, we became aware of signatures associated with specific technical attributes of the experiments (batch effects), so we introduced a batch correction procedure based on the knowledge our lab gained from the analysis of genome-wide genetic interaction screens in S. cerevisiae 27 . Subsequent analysis revealed that the signal explaining the largest amount of variance in the dataset did not possess functionally specific information, so we also introduced a procedure to successively remove the strongest signals from the dataset in order of decreasing magnitude. The transition from barseq-counter to BEAN-counter, in addition to the extra analysis features, also involved a substantial effort to make the code usable outside of our group and applicable to both small-and large-scale screens of mutant collections in many species.
The core of BEAN-counter is a simple pipeline that generates fitness-based interaction scores from the raw data ( Fig. 1, bottom) , 'Processing'). This is accomplished by parsing the raw sequencing data to determine barcode (mutant) and index tag (condition) abundance, removing automatically determined and user-defined mutants and conditions that do not meet specific quality thresholds, and computing an interaction z-score for each mutant-condition pair. BEAN-counter possesses additional features that perform more complex processing tasks on the resulting interaction scores (Fig. 1, bottom) , 'Post-processing'). These procedures are typically applicable only to large-scale screens (hundreds or more conditions) and include the visualization and removal of systematic effects and otherwise unexplained, yet uninformative, variance in the data. BEAN-counter has been used to process dozens of screens containing between 1 and 10,000 compounds across multiple model organism mutant collections (e.g., S. cerevisiae, S. pombe, E. coli, Z. mobilis) 28 and thus encapsulates the knowledge we accrued throughout our experience developing a high-throughput, sequencingbased interaction screening platform.
Applications
To comprehensively convey the potential applications of BEAN-counter, we describe here some potentially relevant details about the core interaction-scoring pipeline, the basic format of our experiments, and finally specific recommendations for the types of experiments that can be analyzed using BEAN-counter. For further details on the interaction-scoring algorithm, please see the supplementary note in the article that describes our application of this pipeline to a chemical-genetic interaction screen of 14,000 compounds 10 . To convert the raw sequencing data into abundances of all mutant-condition pairs, each amplicon is matched to user-provided lists of expected gene barcode and index tag sequences after first checking for the presence of the expected common primer sequence. Examples of the construction of mutant collections that are compatible with BEAN-counter are provided as references for multiple S. cerevisiae collections [29] [30] [31] (including a protocol for mutant pooling 25 ), the S. pombe deletion collection 32 , and the E. coli Keio deletion collection 33 . For the gene barcodes and index tags, BEANcounter selects the closest-matching sequence within a user-specified edit distance (Levenshtein). BEAN-counter can match gene barcodes (but not index tags) of varying length, and in this scenario, it will select the longest sequence from the list of expected barcodes that matches the observed barcode within the specified edit distance. Amplicons are excluded if they contain an observed sequence that matches equally well to multiple reference sequences (these will account for a very small proportion of reads, as long as each barcode differs from all other barcodes by more than two bases). BEANcounter can generate interaction scores only for sequences it expects to find in the data, but it does export information on observed but unmatched sequences for troubleshooting purposes.
The output of interaction scoring is a z-score reflecting the direction and number of standard deviations the observed abundance for a mutant-condition pair deviates from its expected abundance. Thus, BEAN-counter does not report mutant fitness values but rather deviations from a fitness-based expected value for each mutant-condition pair. Broadly, these scores are generated by comparing each condition's profile of mutant abundances against a mean profile of mutant abundances computed across a set of negative-control conditions. Specifically, each condition's logged abundance profile is LOWESS-normalized against the logged mean profile (using robust LOWESS to mitigate the effects of outliers), with deviations from the expected abundance computed against the LOWESS line 21, 22 . A standard deviation is computed on these deviations, while a continuous estimate of standard deviation in the negative-control conditions is computed as a function of strain abundance (using LOWESS on the squared deviations). For each condition, the resulting interaction z-score for each mutant is computed by dividing the calculated deviation by the largest of the two standard deviations. As both treatment and negative-control conditions are scored against the mean mutant abundance profile derived from the negative-control conditions, the resulting dataset contains interaction profiles for both treatment and negative-control conditions. This enables the identification of technical effects that influence large groups of profiles, regardless of their treatment or control status, and the removal of offending mutants and/or conditions from the data.
Our chemical genomic screens are performed in 200-μL micro-cultures in 96-well plates, in which each well contains the pooled, barcoded mutant library challenged with a different condition (Fig. 2a) . Further experimental details are provided elsewhere 10, 25, 34 . The mutant libraries are grown under these conditions for a specified amount of time (48 h for S. cerevisiae), after which the abundances of individual mutants from each treatment condition are compared to the respective mutant abundance distributions in the negative-control conditions. We use indexed primers to amplify the genetic barcodes via PCR, resulting in PCR amplicons that map uniquely to each condition and mutant, and can therefore be combined into a single lane of Illumina HiSeq sequencing (Fig. 2b) . As is evident from Fig. 2b , the PCR amplicons are designed to be sequenced on Illumina machines. , and each row represents the samples amplified with a specific plate of 96 unique indexed primers (labeled P1-P8; 768 unique indexed primers in total). The different configurations are optimal for different sizes of barcoded mutant collections. We achieved 768-plex in our large-scale chemical-genomic screen performed across 300 diagnostic mutants 10 . A screen against a larger mutant collection, however, requires a decrease in sample multiplexing to ensure sufficient sequencing depth for each sample. A 384-plex scheme is preferable for collections of~1,000 mutants (such as a collection of yeast essential gene mutants), as is a 96-plex scheme for collections of~4,000 mutants (such as the entire yeast nonessential deletion collection).
Our specific experience is limited to Illumina HiSeq and MiSeq instruments, which present unique challenges in amplicon-sequencing applications. Because all amplicons share the same common primer sequence, a 10% PhiX spike-in is required to provide sequence diversity if the amplicons are not already sequenced in the presence of other diverse sequences. This requirement for sequence diversity appears to be more stringent among the newer Illumina NextSeq and NovaSeq instruments, which may require a 25% PhiX spike-in or the use of indexed primers with variable-length index tags to provide sufficient sequence diversity. Note that although the former approach is compatible with BEAN-counter, the latter is currently not. Although another sequencing platform may be compatible with PCR amplicons of this format (early work in this area utilized SOLiD sequencing 20 ), we have not tested BEAN-counter with any other next-generation sequencing technology and cannot comment on the appropriateness of our interaction-scoring model for use with data from different sequencing platforms.
In this protocol, we describe the application of BEAN-counter to a subset of the data (2,592 out of 38,400 conditions) from our recently published screen of nearly 14,000 chemical compounds spanning natural products and derivatives, combinatorially synthesized compounds, and approved therapeutics and chemical probes with known modes of action 10 . However, BEAN-counter is not limited to chemical-genetic interaction screening and should be applicable to experiments that follow the same general design principles as those described here and throughout this protocol. For successful analyses using BEAN-counter, experiments should be designed as follows:
• As the null expectation is that each mutant is present at an expected nonzero abundance in each condition (and deviations from that abundance are thus interactions with a specific condition), experiments should be designed such that each mutant is present at a sufficient, nonzero abundance in the negative-control conditions. The default detection limit is 20 counts per mutant-condition pair, and we aim for an average of ≥100 counts per mutant-condition pair to ensure nearly all strains meet this threshold. Strains that do not consistently meet this detection limit are automatically removed during processing and cannot be analyzed using BEAN-counter.
• At an absolute minimum, four negative controls should be included in a small-scale screen. We recommend that negative controls constitute 5-15% of the screened conditions and provide further details in the 'Experimental design' section.
• The PCR amplicons to be analyzed by BEAN-counter should contain, in this order, an index tag sequence derived from the indexed primers, a common priming site that is the same across all amplicons, and a genetic barcode derived from each mutant (Fig. 2b) . Only the genetic barcode can vary in length.
• The index tag and genetic barcode sequences should be designed to be as dissimilar to each other as possible to reduce ambiguous mappings from observed sequences to the expected reference sequences. Each expected sequence should be a Levenshtein distance of at least 2 from all other expected sequences of that type, with greater distances preferred, if possible.
Comparison with existing tools
BEAN-counter addresses a need in the pooled interaction screening community for a start-to-finish pipeline consisting of raw data processing, interaction scoring, and quality control that includes approaches for correcting the effects of technical artifacts in the data. Alternative tools can address some aspects of this conceptual pipeline and may be complementary to BEAN-counter. For example, much work has been performed to solve the problem of identifying common sequences within large collections (up to millions) of sequences, and some of these approaches could be modified to count the abundance of each index tag and barcode combination [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . Although most of these tools provide differing methods for clustering sequences based on similarity across the entire observed sequence, the recently published Bartender software allows for the extraction and clustering of barcodes given an arbitrary PCR amplicon structure (including variable-length index tags and barcodes), which facilitates the calculation of barcode abundance 42 . The edgeR package for R and the Barcas software tool are also capable of processing PCR amplicon sequences of the same general structure presented in this protocol into a count matrix, and like BEAN-counter, they must be provided with expected barcodes and index tags before analyzing the sequencing data [43] [44] [45] . Barcas offers additional functionality to deal with index tags and/or barcodes of varying lengths and locations.
Both Barcas and edgeR are capable of scoring interactions, but only edgeR offers the potential to remove batch effects by specifying them as covariates in its statistical modeling framework [43] [44] [45] (which is different from our approach based on Fisher's linear discriminate analysis). methods for supervised and unsupervised batch effect correction are found in the SVA package for R [46] [47] [48] . It is important to note that the interaction-scoring model used in BEAN-counter was developed specifically for the data from our high-throughput, pooled chemical-genetic interaction screens, is unique among the methods described here through its empirical estimation of variation as a function of barcode abundance, and has been particularly useful for obtaining high-quality, reproducible, functional information for the compounds in these screens. In addition, using edgeR or similar methods to score interactions may require experimental design considerations different from those outlined in this protocol.
Limitations BEAN-counter was designed to process amplicons with a fixed structure and known index tag and genetic barcode sequences, as described in 'Applications'. The interaction z-score it reports is based on the deviation from an expected relative abundance, which requires sufficient barcode abundance in negative-control conditions and depends on the fitness distribution of other mutants in the pool in the condition of interest, ecological interactions among mutants in the pool, and the number of generations over which the pool is grown. Thus, BEAN-counter is not appropriate when barcodes are below the detectable level in negative-control conditions or when the composition of the pool changes markedly in treatment vs. control conditions. In addition, BEAN-counter is not appropriate for tracking rare barcodes in a cell population, which requires tagging the individual barcodes with unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) to quantify their absolute abundances. Examples of experiments to which BEAN-counter should not be applied include lineage tracking in a population of 500,000 uniquely barcoded cells 49 and screens in which the expected fitness of all mutants in the negativecontrol conditions is zero.
In general, BEAN-counter does not perform any quality control pre-processing on the raw sequencing data, although in our applications we have not found this necessary. In addition, methods to summarize interaction scores at the gene level for multiple mutants of the same gene (e.g., for a pooled CRISPR screen with multiple guide RNAs per gene) are beyond the scope of this software.
Required expertise
To run BEAN-counter, you should be familiar with running software from the command line (preferably a Linux terminal), which also involves navigating the file system, creating directories, and transferring files. The pipeline is written completely in Python, and thus knowledge of this programming language is a major advantage if errors arise. You should also be familiar with using Java TreeView to visualize clustered heat maps. We have predominantly used v.2 of Java TreeView (http://jtreeview.sourceforge.net/), which has a user manual on its website. Version 3 of Java TreeView (in development, but stable: https://bitbucket.org/TreeView3Dev/treeview3/) is also capable of viewing the *.cdt files generated by BEAN-counter.
In addition, it is important to make a distinction between the level of statistical and/or data analysis training we recommend you possess for analyzing a screen of tens of compounds versus one with thousands of compounds. Large-scale screens provide more opportunities for the occurrence, detection, and removal of systematic effects, and the extent to which these effects are removed depends on the judgment calls you will make at the time of processing. In 'Overview of the protocol', we describe our thought processes surrounding these judgment calls when processing chemical-genetic interaction data. However, if you are interested in using BEAN-counter to analyze thousands of interaction profiles, we believe you would benefit from a formal introduction to concepts in large-scale data analysis-in particular, outlier detection, singular-value decomposition (SVD) and principal-component analysis, batch effect correction, and precision-recall (PR) and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis.
Overview of the protocol
Analyses with BEAN-counter can be subdivided into three major parts: (i) setup (Steps 1-5), (ii) interaction scoring (Steps 6-17), and (iii) post-processing (Steps 18-24), as outlined below. The setup of the working environment involves construction of multiple configuration files and tables required for interaction scoring. More precisely, the configuration files specify important interaction-scoring parameters, the location of the output, and how to map the observed sequences to mutants and conditions via the gene barcode and sample information tables. Interaction scoring first involves computing mutant and condition abundances and evaluating associated quality control measures to ensure the parsing of the sequencing data was successful (Steps 6-7). Converting abundances to interaction scores is then an iterative process of data processing and visualization that concludes when the user is satisfied with the quality of the mutants and conditions included in the dataset (Steps 8-17)-in particular, the negative-control conditions that are the reference against which interactions are scored (Steps 11-12). Post-processing is typically restricted to large screens (hundreds or more conditions) and involves the detection and removal of systematic biases and other artifactual signals.
In this protocol, we first check for batch effects based on index tag (Step 19) and sequencing lane (Step 20) , and then characterize and remove a dominant signal that obscures compound replicate correlations (Steps 21-24). All post-processing scripts can be used in any order on any matrix of interaction scores created by BEAN-counter, as their parameters are specified via command-line arguments instead of a common configuration file.
Experimental design

Generation of screen data
We previously demonstrated that we can combine the PCR products from at least 768 conditions into one lane of HiSeq sequencing (768-plex) when using our diagnostic pool of~300 S. cerevisiae deletion mutants 10 , and in unpublished experiments, we have achieved at least 96-plex sample multiplexing across the collection of all S. cerevisiae nonessential gene deletion mutants (~4,000 mutants). Assuming a minimum of 80 M reads per HiSeq lane, this results in an average of~350 reads/mutant/ condition in the former case and~200 reads/mutant/condition in the latter. The extent to which conditions can be multiplexed has nearly doubled since we performed our original large-scale screens, owing to the continual increases in Illumina sequencing depth. We recommend a sequencing depth that ensures an average of ≥100 reads per mutant per condition, which has been sufficient for our screens across tens of thousands of conditions.
For large-scale screens involving hundreds of compounds, experimental design considerations must include more than just the sequencing depth. We recommend including in each 96-well plate four negative controls (for our chemical genomics experiments, this is the solvent control, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)) and four positive-control conditions (compounds with distinct and wellcharacterized chemical-genetic profiles; in our case, we use benomyl, tunicamycin, bortezomib, and methyl methanesulfonate) (Fig. 2c) . This enables the identification of any "flipped" (i.e., physically rotated) plates and ensures that the experiments in each plate were successful.
Plates containing only negative-control conditions (with four positive controls) should also be screened to provide sufficient information regarding mutant fitness variability in the absence of treatment conditions. Ideally, at least one of these plates would be screened on each day for which a large number of other plates are screened. In addition, signatures associated with specific index tags can be detected if the screen is designed such that multiple negative-control conditions are tagged using the same indexed primer. If such signatures are strong enough (determined via a profile correlation threshold), the conditions associated with these offending index tags are automatically removed. Examples of screening formats that pair each index tag with at least one negative-control condition are given in Fig. 2d .
Basic statistical intuition should guide the design of screens to both minimize batch effects and maximize the probability of removing them. Specifically, it is important to avoid confounding the effects of compounds with those that may be attributable to other technical aspects of the experiments. In the development of our high-throughput chemical genomics assays in S. cerevisiae and other species, we have observed signatures associated with conditions' screening dates, screening plates, indexed primer plates, indexed primer sequences, and sequencing lanes. We recommend performing three biological replicates for each condition, with the replicates ideally screened in different plates, amplified using different indexed primers, and sequenced in different lanes. Conditions should be grouped randomly to avoid instances in which conditions with similar biological effects are screened in the same batch, resulting in what appears to be a batch effect but is actually biological similarity. For each day on which the conditions are screened, negative controls should constitute~5-15% of the screened conditions.
We specify here a few conventions that standardize how we refer to files and folders, configuration parameters, and software commands. In this protocol, paths to files and folders are italicized, and we assume that the user's working directory is <dir>/. A directory within <dir>/ with the name "output" is therefore notated as <dir>/output/. The names of the scripts that compose BEAN-counter (and their arguments) are written in Courier New font (e.g., process_screen.py). Parameters within configuration files are italicized, and column names in gene barcode and sample information tables are single-quoted.
Setup: preparing files for processing
The primary BEAN-counter configuration file provides the pipeline with all of the information it needs to process raw .fastq files into interaction scores ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The configuration file (<dir>/config_files/config_file.yaml) specifies the locations of the raw data (via the lane_location_file parameter) and the tables that map index tags to the screened conditions (sample_table_file) and genetic barcodes to the mutant strains (gene_barcode_file), as well as the file that determines how to read the index tags and barcodes from the raw PCR amplicon sequences (amplicon_struct_file). It is also used to specify the thresholds for various quality control measures that determine which conditions and/or mutants are automatically removed from the dataset. Setup of the configuration file, other required files, and the recommended directory structure can be performed manually or with the help of the setup_screen.py script. Supplementary Table 1 describes all parameters available to the configuration file and the setup_screen.py script.
Interaction scoring: iteratively scoring and filtering the data Generation of interaction z-scores from the raw sequencing data is accomplished using the process_screen.py script in Step 6, which contains six stages that can be run individually, if necessary ( Fig. 3a) . Stage 1 parses the .fastq files to generate per-lane matrices containing the number of reads observed for each combination of index tag (condition) and barcode (mutant). Stage 2 performs an initial round of interaction scoring for each lane individually, the results of which are used to perform index tag quality control (stage 3). In stages 4 and 5, the per-lane count matrices are combined and filtered based on the automatically and user-determined filtering information (which mutants and conditions should be retained or removed). Stage 6 generates the final interaction matrix by scoring interactions using the combined, filtered count matrix.
The ability to perform the stages in process_screen.py individually is particularly useful because of the iterative nature of the interaction-scoring process. Viewing the final interaction matrix is usually what allows the user to identify conditions and/or mutants that should be manually removed from the dataset. However, it is not necessary to re-parse the raw data just to modify parameters that are incorporated at later stages. Using the --start 2 flag, for example, allows the user to proceed with the first round of individual-lane interaction scoring (i.e., start stage 2) as long as stage 1 (.fastq parsing) completed successfully. Similarly, the user can perform much of the iteration between filtering and interaction scoring using only stages 5 and 6, as most of the user-specified condition/mutant filtering information (except the selection of negative controls for interaction scoring) is incorporated only when the combined count matrix is filtered in stage 5. You can therefore iterate rapidly on the stages of matrix filtering and interaction scoring by invoking process_screen.py with the --start 5 flag after each modification of manual or automatic filtering parameters.
BEAN-counter provides both automatic and manual methods for removing mutants and conditions that do not meet specific quality control criteria. By default, mutants that do not possess 20 or more counts for at least 25% of the conditions are removed, as are conditions that do not possess 20 or more counts for at least 25% of the mutants (these are advanced parameters in config_file.yaml). Strong interaction z-scores in the profiles of negative-control conditions should be dealt with by removing either the offending mutants or negative controls; this choice is arbitrary and depends on which information in the dataset is more valuable to retain. Mutants that are sensitive or resistant to most conditions should also be removed, as their signal is almost certainly not biologically relevant. In our experiments, many highly growth-inhibitory conditions (<50% growth compared to negative controls) reveal a common subset of resistant mutants that are ultimately assigned very large positive interaction scores (e.g., >+15). We remove from the dataset either these broadly resistant mutants or the conditions that elicit the resistance, as these mutants are not useful in interpreting the compound mode of action and their disproportionately high scores present substantial challenges in postprocessing steps. For chemical genomics experiments, appropriate selection of compound screening concentration mitigates this effect.
Post-processing: removing systematic biases and uninformative signal Once a final matrix of interaction scores has been generated, BEAN-counter provides "postprocessing" tools to detect and remove systematic biases and common, yet uninformative, signal (Fig. 3b) . Fig. 3 | Schematic of the steps involved in processing large-scale interaction screens using BEAN-counter. a, Individual stages of the process_screen.py script (Steps 6, 16, and 17 in the Procedure) for scoring interactions from raw sequencing data. The locations of important output files are shown in the right column within the <dir>/output/ folder. b, BEAN-counter provides post-processing tools to visualize and remove systematic biases and uninformative signal from the matrix of interaction z-scores that is originally generated by process_screen. py. The user must determine the sequence of post-processing steps based on the severity and removability of these unwanted signals. The software also includes tools to collapse profiles across replicate conditions and to export the data in text-based formats for browsing in Java TreeView or further analysis in other programming languages. We include at the bottom of the relevant boxes the step in the Procedure at which each command is invoked.
These tools are most appropriate for large-scale screens (hundreds of compounds) and require more data analysis expertise than simply scoring the interactions. To the latter point, post-processing is more iterative and reliant on user judgment calls, as the individual post-processing scripts can be run in any order so that the largest effects are removed first. The core tools in BEAN-counter postprocessing are Fisher's linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and SVD, both of which learn signals (referred to as components) that can then be removed from the data. The general procedure for removing unwanted signal from the interaction data is to determine whether the signal exists, whether it can be removed, and how much should be removed based on metrics such as replicate correlation. In these post-processing steps, the user must determine the number of LDA or SVD components to remove within each type of correction and also the order in which to apply the different types of correction (i.e., SVD before LDA batch correction, or vice versa). BEAN-counter assists in making these decisions by providing appropriate evaluation metrics in the form of histograms, PR curves, and ROC curves. With each subsequent removal of an LDA or SVD component, the observed separation between the distributions of within-batch and between-batch correlations should decrease in the histograms, the area under the ROC curve should approach 0.5 (the y = x line), and PR curves should show a decrease toward the final value in the curve (the background precision). The success of batch effect correction can also be measured with respect to replicate correlations (treating each set of replicates as a "batch"), in which case the separation between replicate and non-replicate correlation distributions, the area under the ROC curve, and the area under the PR curve should all increase. Because these corrections are not foolproof, it is important to view a clustered heat map of each corrected dataset. If an examination of the heat map suggests that substantial signal was removed from the dataset despite minimal improvements in the evaluation plots, it is likely that the batch effects were not correctable and that the batch correction procedure was confounded by a strong signal correlated with many conditions in the same batch.
For nearly every large-scale dataset we have generated, including screens against deletion mutants of nonessential genes and hypomorphic mutants of essential genes, we observe a common signal in 15-25% of mutants and >15% of conditions. Growth inhibition appears necessary but not sufficient to induce this signal, and it appears to reflect a common general effect on mutant fitness (Fig. 4a) . This signal is ultimately responsible for spurious correlations that obscure more interesting and specific relationships between different conditions. BEAN-counter provides the ability to remove signals such as these via SVD, an unsupervised technique that identifies the main axes of variation in a dataset (Fig. 4b) . Starting with the dimension of highest variation, the user can specify how many of these 'SVD components' to remove from the dataset in a successive manner (i.e., it is not possible within BEAN-counter to remove only the second SVD component). Removing this signature from the dataset (in most cases, the first SVD component) typically changes the observed bimodal distribution of replicate correlations and non-zero-centered distribution of non-replicate correlations (Fig. 4c) into a unimodal distribution of replicate correlations and a zero-centered distribution of non-replicate correlations (Fig. 4d) . PR and ROC curves provide a more objective and quantitative evaluation of this change; increases in the area under both curves reflect improvements in the ability of profile correlations to predict if two conditions are replicates of each other (Fig. 4e) , and the area under the ROC curve also directly reflects the separation of the replicate and non-replicate correlation distributions.
A batch effect is defined here as the occurrence of a higher-than-expected correlation between conditions that are associated with the same technical attribute in an experiment. We have observed higher-than-expected profile correlations for conditions screened on the same day or in the same plate, amplified with the same indexed primer or primers from the same 96-well plate, or sequenced in the same lane. BEAN-counter provides batch effect correction via a multiclass implementation of Fisher's LDA, which has been used previously to correct batch effects in genetic interaction data 41 . Because this is a supervised correction, the user must specify the batch labels as well as other batches that could confound the detection and removal of the effect in question. The batch correction script removes duplicate instances of the confounding batches occurring within each batch of the interrogated effect so that common signals between conditions that are expected to correlate with each other are not mistaken for batch effects. As with the SVD correction, batch-related signals are removed successively, starting with those of the largest magnitude.
In some cases, we have observed batch effects severe enough to enable a different correction approach (Fig. 5) . Specifically, when the batches (typically the day on which the conditions were screened) were large enough and contained a sufficient number of negative experimental control conditions, it became possible to score interactions within each group of conditions, instead of removing the batch effects with LDA after the calculation of z-scores. This option for BEAN-counter is described in detail in Box 1. . e, Precision-recall and receiver operating characteristic curves for evaluating the ability of profile correlation to predict whether two profiles were generated by the same compound, for 0 and 1 SVD component-removed datasets.
• Data and configuration files (available from: http://csbio.cs.umn.edu/BEAN-counter/, see Equipment setup for download details)
Equipment setup
Downloading and installing the software Python v.2.7 and the previously listed libraries (Equipment) must be installed in order to run the BEAN-counter software. If you are not familiar with the specifics of installing Python and the required libraries on your system, contact your system administrator for help. BEAN-counter is hosted on GitHub at https://github.com/csbio/BEAN-counter. The most up-todate stable release can be found at https://github.com/csbio/BEAN-counter/releases/. At the time of this protocol's submission, the latest tagged release is v.2.6.0 (be sure to obtain the most up-to-date release). The following commands will download this version of the software to the user's home directory and unzip it (lines beginning with '$' indicate commands run from the terminal):
$ cd$ wget https://github.com/csbio/BEAN-counter/tags/2.6.0.tar.gz. $ tar -xzvf BEAN-counter-2.6.0.tar.gz
More advanced users can directly fork the GitHub repository to keep up with the latest updates. BEAN-counter requires an environment variable named BARSEQ_PATH that provides the path to the folder containing the BEAN-counter code. In the Bash shell in Linux and using the previous example, this is performed with the following command:
$ export BARSEQ_PATH=$HOME/BEAN-counter-2.6.0 This dataset relates to Box 1. a, Chemical-genetic interaction profiles computed from data not partitioned into inoculation date-based groups. b, Chemical-genetic interaction profiles computed on data partitioned into inoculation date-based groups. c, Precision-recall and receiver operating characteristic analyses evaluating the ability of profile correlation to predict whether two profiles were derived from inoculations performed on the same date, for interaction profiles computed from non-partitioned ('Combined') and inoculation date-partitioned ('Per-date') data.
Add the BEAN-counter master_scripts/ directory to your PATH environment variable. This enables you to use the commands in this directory while working in another directory (specifically, the directory specific to your screen), and is performed with the following command:
$ export PATH=$PATH:$HOME/BEAN-counter-2.6.0/master_scripts The above two commands can be added to your~/.bashrc file (or the relevant script that is executed each time a new terminal is opened) so that you do not have to execute them before each analysis session. For those not familiar with setting environment variables, the following website provides a good starting point for Linux (also applicable to Mac OS) and Windows: https://scotch.io/ tutorials/how-to-use-environment-variables.
Once you know the technical format of your next screen (specifically, the pool of barcoded mutants and the structure of the PCR amplicons), create the appropriate mutant barcode table and amplicon structure files and add them to their respective folders inside the BEAN-counter directory (data/gene_barcode_files/ and data/amplicon_struct_files/). We have made these files available at http://csbio.cs.umn.edu/BEAN-counter/ for the different types of screens we have performed. You may find these helpful if performing a screen in a format similar to ours or attempting to reproduce one of our analyses.
Procedure c
CRITICAL This procedure is a walk-through for a subset of the recently published dataset containing chemical-genetic interaction profiles for nearly 14,000 compounds across a diagnostic collection of 310 deletion mutants. Where necessary, we differentiate between instructions specific to processing the example dataset and those applicable to dataset processing in general. A shell script containing all commands in the following procedure is provided as the Supplementary Manual. For the timings, "active" time is the time when the user is required to actively use the software, whereas during "passive" time the user can step away while the software runs.
Setup of the working environment • Timing <5 min active; 1-2 h passive 1 After installing BEAN-counter and its prerequisites as specified in the 'Equipment setup' section, download the relevant gene barcode table and amplicon structure file into the appropriate directory inside the BEAN-counter data/ directory. Using the commands below, we first change the working
Box 1 | Partitioning the data before interaction scoring
In certain cases, there exists a viable alternative to performing batch correction in post-processing for correcting batch effects associated with large groups of conditions. Specifically, it involves specifying a column in the sample information table that partitions the dataset into arbitrary 'sub-screen' groups (sub_screen_column in config_file.yaml), followed by scoring these groups separately for interactions and then recombining the data. This results in z-scores that more accurately reflect the variation in mutant abundances within each group's respective negative-control conditions. We have found this special procedure useful in cases in which samples can be partitioned by obvious differences in experimental conditions (e.g., inoculation date, length of incubation, number of PCR cycles) such that the negative-control conditions in each group are the only appropriate reference for the remaining conditions in that group. Each group should possess at least 10, and, ideally, a full 96-well plate of, negative-control conditions. One example is an optimization experiment in which mutant pools are grown for different lengths of time or the PCR amplicons are generated using different numbers of PCR cycles. Although it is possible to process these partitions entirely separately using different BEAN-counter runs (indeed, this is what we did before implementing the partitioning procedure), we have found this procedure of specifying "sub-screens" to be much more efficient and convenient. Specification of sub-screens has also been useful when screens performed days or weeks apart show obvious differences between their negative-control profiles that propagate to all profiles within their respective groups. For example, the profiles from two experiments performed multiple weeks apart by the same person and processed in the same BEAN-counter run clustered almost entirely based on their inoculation date (Fig. 5a ). By contrast, defining sub-screens based on the inoculation date resulted in a dataset in which clustering between conditions inoculated on different dates was much more apparent (Fig. 5b) . A more quantitative evaluation based on PR and ROC analyses also showed a clear change from near-perfect associations between profile similarity and batch to near-background levels of association (Fig. 5c ), demonstrating the utility of partitioning the data before interaction scoring in this case.
directory to the BEAN-counter software directory, then download the gene barcode The sample information table is also provided as Supplementary Data 3. c CRITICAL STEP Gene-barcode and sample information tables must be in plain text format-not rich text or any word processor-derived formats (e.g., *.doc, *.docx). To create and modify these files, be sure to use a plain text editor or Microsoft Excel (for the latter, be sure to save the output as tab-delimited text). The formats of these two tables, including required columns, are described in Supplementary Fig. 1 . 5 Transfer the raw data for each lane into their respective directories in <dir>/raw/. For this protocol, the following commands will download the raw data for the first two sequencing lanes into their destination directory (there are nine lanes in total: lane1-lane9):
$ wget http://csbio.cs.umn.edu/BEAN-counter/example_dataset/raw/ lane1/lane1_R1.fastq.gz -P raw/lane1 $ wget http://csbio.cs.umn.edu/BEAN-counter/example_dataset/raw/ lane2/lane2_R1.fastq.gz -P raw/lane2 c CRITICAL STEP BEAN-counter will read uncompressed .fastq files as well as .gzip, .bzip2, and . zip compressed files. These files must possess the ".fastq" extension (and the additional relevant extension if compressed).
Interaction scoring and quality control determination • Timing variable, <40 min active for the example dataset;~4 h passive 6 Perform the first round of interaction scoring from start to finish, using this command: $ process_screen.py config_files/config_file.yaml 7 After the .fastq parsing stage has completed, review the parsing reports for each sequencing lane contained in <dir>/output/reports/. In the typical use case, most reads (>80%) will possess the common primer sequence, and most of these reads (>80%) will map to both a mutant and a condition. However, if the library of PCR amplicons from your experiment was mixed 50/50 with a completely different library before sequencing, then nearly half (>40%) of the reads should possess the common primer sequence. Typical distributions of reads mapped to each index tag and barcode are shown in Fig. 6 . c CRITICAL STEP Be sure to review the sequencing parsing reports before proceeding. If most reads do not map to index tags and barcodes, this may be a sign that the configuration files or sample/gene tables do not match the format of the experiment. ? TROUBLESHOOTING 8 Once process_screen.py has completed running (as evidenced by the terminal being usable again), generate clustered heat maps of the interaction scores. For this command, the parameters after config_file.yaml specify the columns of the barcode table (e.g., 'Gene_name') and sample information table (e.g., 'name'), respectively, to be included in the row and column names of the heat map. Note that only commas (not spaces) are allowed between the column names.
$ visualize_zscore_matrices.py config_files/config_file.yaml Gene_name, Strain_ID screen_name,expt_id,name,lane,index_tag_plate,index_tag_ well,index_tag 9 Steps9-15 are performed in Java TreeView to visualize the entire interaction dataset as a clustered heat map. In this representation of the data, conditions cluster more closely to each other if their patterns of interactions across the mutants are more similar, and the same applies for mutant clustering based on the similarity of interaction patterns across the conditions. The groups of conditions and mutants that emerge from the clustering process are used to visually evaluate the quality of the dataset. Java TreeView also allows users to mouse over the values and view the actual interaction scores. Using Java TreeView, open the clustered heat map containing the final interaction scores located at <dir>/output/interactions/all_lanes_filtered/all_lanes_filtered_scaled_dev.cdt and browse the interaction data to become familiar with it (Fig. 7a, main heat map) . Steps 10-15 will guide you through manual quality control determinations. 10 First, evaluate the quality of the positive-control conditions (Fig. 7a , "Positive-control conditions"). This can be done in Java TreeView by searching for "arrays" with the names of the positive-control conditions. If four positive controls were screened in each plate as recommended, each of these four conditions should possess a large, easily identifiable cluster (based on a shared pattern of interaction scores) in the heat map. For this dataset, the four positive controls are benomyl, bortezomib, micafungin, and methyl methanesulfonate (MMS Fig. 7 | Manual examination of the dataset to flag mutants and conditions for removal. a, Chemical-genetic interaction profiles before manual removal of conditions and mutants (generated in Java TreeView). Profiles for positive-control conditions, conditions flagged for removal, and mutants flagged for removal are expanded for emphasis (). Mutants were flagged for removal from the dataset based on high variability of interaction signal (resulting in interactions with most negative-control conditions) and undesired behavior in conditions of high growth inhibition (<50% growth compared to negative-control conditions). The 36 conditions flagged for manual removal from the dataset could be divided into three classes (from left to right in the heatmap inset): (i) treatment conditions that exhibit almost exclusively positive interactions; (ii) negative-control profiles that exhibit a common signal that is inconsistent compared to other negative-control profiles; and (iii) a combination of both negative-control and treatment profiles that share a similar set of strong, negatively interacting strains. b, Interaction profiles for all negative experimental control conditions (DMSO), from both DMSO-only plates and compound-containing plates with four DMSO controls. c, Chemical-genetic interaction profiles after manual removal of conditions and mutants. MMS, methyl methanesulfonate.
11 Check the quality of the negative-control conditions and mutant behavior across these conditions (Fig.  7b ). This can be done within Java TreeView by searching for "arrays" containing the string "DMSO" and choosing the "Summary pop-up" option. If a mutant shows strong interactions (±5) in more than a few of the negative-control profiles, it is likely that many of this mutant's interactions in the complete dataset are false positives. Keep track of the Strain_IDs of all such mutants so they can be removed later. In this dataset, we flag 16 mutants for removal based on their behavior in the negative-control conditions. Their identities are given in Fig. 7a ("Mutants flagged for removal") and Supplementary Data 4 (where the value in the 'include?' column is "False"). c CRITICAL STEP If the negative-control conditions from different sample groups or batches (such as those screened on the same day, as illustrated in Fig. 5 ) cluster strongly into distinct groups, it may be prudent to repeat the interaction-scoring procedure (Steps 6-8) after specifying these groups as "subscreens" as described in Box 1. Please refer to Box 1 to determine if this special procedure is appropriate for your dataset. ? TROUBLESHOOTING 12 Likewise, examine all negative-control conditions in this entire dataset and flag any for removal (keep track of the 'expt_id' value) if they possess signal that is uncharacteristic of the other negative-control profiles and that is not observed in the complete dataset (these would be considered outlier control conditions). In this dataset, we flag 24 negative-control conditions for removal, and their identities are given in Supplementary Data 5 (where the values in the 'include?' and 'control?' columns are "False" and "True", respectively). ? TROUBLESHOOTING 13 Now examine the entire matrix of interactions in Java TreeView to identify mutants that should be removed based on their behavior in non-control conditions. Flag mutants that appear to interact with most conditions. If post-processing steps will be performed, it may also be useful to flag mutants that demonstrate extremely large positive interaction scores (>+15) if the conditions that induce these scores are important to retain (the large scores can confound post-processing procedures). In the context of the diagnostic 310 mutant collection, we often remove the gtr1 and avt5 mutants for this reason. For the example dataset, the strains with unacceptable behavior across all conditions were already flagged because of their behavior in negative-control conditions. 14 In addition, flag conditions that do not appear to have valid interaction profiles. This instruction is intentionally subjective, as the definition of a "valid interaction profile" will depend on the mutant collection and experimental setup. One commonly observed pattern among profiles that we deem to be invalid consists primarily of zero scores that are mixed with a seemingly random set of large positive interaction scores. From this dataset, we remove such profiles (Fig. 7a , "Conditions flagged for removal", left-most columns), as well as treatment conditions with profiles similar to the outlier negative-control profiles (Fig. 7a , "Conditions flagged for removal", right-most columns). In all, we flag 12 non-control conditions for removal. j PAUSE POINT Before continuing with the removal of manually flagged conditions and mutants from the dataset, be sure to document these signals and reflect on what might have caused them. If you did not perform the experiments yourself, consult with your experimentalist colleague(s) to identify possible links between the signals and variations in experimental conditions. Determine if future experiments can be performed in a way that reduces the presence of these signals. In addition, take a closer look at conditions for which either the interaction profiles or the experimental conditions that generated them arouse suspicion in your experimentalist colleagues. 15 Once you have identified all of the mutants and conditions to be removed from the dataset, proceed to modify the gene barcode table (<dir>/barcodes/barcodes.txt) and the sample information table (<dir>/ sample_table/sample_table.txt) such that the entries in the 'include?' column are changed to "False" for the mutants and conditions to be removed, respectively. For this protocol, the modified gene barcode and sample information tables are given as Supplementary Data 4 and 5, respectively. They can also be downloaded to the appropriate locations using the following commands:
$ wget http://csbio.cs.umn.edu/BEAN-counter/example_dataset/barcodes/ barcodes_filtered.txt -P barcodes $ wget http://csbio.cs.umn.edu/BEAN-counter/example_dataset/sample_ table/sample_table_filtered.txt -P sample_table
Be sure to modify <dir>/config_files/config_file.yaml so that it references the filtered gene barcode and sample information tables. c CRITICAL STEP Gene-barcode and sample information tables must be in plain text format, not rich text or any word processor-derived formats (e.g., *.doc, *.docx). To modify these files, be sure to use a plain text editor or Microsoft Excel (for the latter, be sure to save the output as tab-delimited text). 16 After removing the flagged mutants and conditions, re-run the process_screen.py command, using the --start 5 flag and the modified config_file.yaml (Step 6). Proceed from Step 8 of this Procedure (visualizing the dataset) and identify any further mutants or conditions that should be removed from the dataset. For the example dataset, no further iterations are needed.
$ process_screen.py --start 5 config_files/config_file.yaml 17 Re-run process_screen.py, using the --start 2 flag to generate a final dataset guaranteed to have been processed with exactly the same parameters through all stages (Fig. 7c) .
$ process_screen.py --start 2 config_files/config_file.yaml j PAUSE POINT For a small-scale screen (tens of compounds), the analysis is probably complete at this stage. A dataset of that size is not large enough to check for batch effects and other systematic variations. One possible exception is the very next step, which checks profile correlations among replicate conditions. Post-processing • Timing <10 min active; variable time for browsing output 18 Check the correlations of replicate conditions (Fig. 8a) . Here, the "-incl not_pos_neg_ control" argument tells the script to include only treatment conditions (via the 'not_pos_neg_ control' column in the sample information table, which is 'True' if the condition is not a positive or negative control), the 'name' argument indicates that each batch is defined by the 'name' column in the sample information table, and "none" indicates the absence of any potential confounding batches.
$ check_batch_effects.py -incl not_pos_neg_control output/interactions/ all_lanes_filtered/all_lanes_filtered_scaled_dev.dump.gz sample_table/ sample_table_filtered.txt name none
The output of the script is written to the directory: <dir>/output/interactions/ all_lanes_filtered/ all_lanes_filtered_scaled_dev/name_effect_eval/. 19 Check for index tag-related batch effects (Fig. 8b) . Only positive-control conditions are excluded from the analysis ("-incl not_pos_control"), as this allows us to assess whether negative-control conditions tagged with the same index tag are correlated with each other and contributing to the overall batch effect. However, estimates of same-index tag correlations can be artificially inflated if independent screens of the same compound were tagged with the same index tag. This is best avoided in advance during the design of the experiment, but the software can also mitigate this effect. Here, we retain only one instance of each compound for each index tag by specifying 'name' as a potentially confounding batch.
$ check_batch_effects.py -incl not_pos_control output/interactions/ all_lanes_filtered/all_lanes_filtered_scaled_dev.dump.gz sample_table/ sample_table_filtered.txt index_tag name
The output is written to: output/interactions/all_lanes_filtered/all_lanes_filtered_scaled_dev/index_ tag_effect_eval/. 20 Check for lane-related batch effects (Fig. 8c) . As with the index tag effect correction, negative-control conditions are included in the analysis, but positive-control conditions are not. Also, only one instance of each condition name replicate is retained for each lane.
$ check_batch_effects.py -incl not_pos_control output/interactions/ all_lanes_filtered/all_lanes_filtered_scaled_dev.dump.gz sample_table/ sample_table_filtered.txt lane name
The output is written to: output/interactions/all_lanes_filtered/all_lanes_filtered_scaled_dev/ lane_effect_eval/.
21 Next, check the average correlation between non-replicate conditions (Fig. 8a) . For the example dataset, this correlation is 0.13, but it should theoretically be close to zero unless, for example, the data are from a library of functionally similar compounds. These correlations are explained by the signature that is present in 25% of mutants and~20% of conditions and can be attenuated by removing the first SVD component. For general dataset processing, you will have to decide if this signature should be removed before or after any observed batch effects. Here, no batch effects are observed, so we proceed with SVD component removal. The following command creates a new "stacked matrix" dataset that contains five matrices, each possessing a version of the dataset with 0 to 4 SVD components removed:
$ svd_correction.py -incl not_pos_control output/interactions/all_ lanes_filtered/all_lanes_filtered_scaled_dev.dump.gz sample_table/ sample_table_filtered.txt 4 output/svd_correction 22 Generate clustered heat maps of each of the 0 to 4 SVD component-removed datasets (Fig. 9a,b) . The resulting clustered heat maps are in this directory: output/svd_correction/CDTs/. Browse them using Java TreeView to become familiar with the outcome of SVD component removal. 23 Now, reexamine the replicate condition correlations on the data from which 0 to 4 SVD components have been removed (Fig. 9c-e) .
$ check_batch_effects.py -incl not_pos_neg_control output/svd_ correction/svd_corrected_datasets.dump.gz sample_table/sample_ table_filtered.txt name none
The output is written to: output/svd_correction/name_effect_eval/. Notice that the largest increase in separation of the same-name and different-name condition correlations comes from removing the first SVD component and that the distribution of non-replicate correlations is now centered very close to zero (mean = 0.02). The final clustered heat map is located here: output/svd_correction/svd_corrected_datasets/ 1_components_removed/final_dataset.cdt. The final, text-formatted dataset is exported in the directory output/svd_correction/svd_corrected_datasets/1_components_removed/ and is formatted as a matrix (matrix.txt) of interaction scores, a file (strains.txt) of row identifiers ('Strain_ID') matching the rows of the matrix, and a file (conditions.txt) of column identifiers ('screen_name' and 'expt_id') matching the columns of the matrix. Alternatively, you can use the --table flag for dataset_to_text.py to export the data to a single file in table format, with the option of using the --value_name flag to specify the name of the column that contains the interaction scores.
Troubleshooting
If BEAN-counter encounters an error, it will most often print out an informative message that will point you to the offending input. However, knowledge of the Python language, and the numpy and pandas libraries in particular, will be useful in situations for which this is not the case. All scripts also accept verbosity arguments (either through the main configuration file for process_screen.py or as a command-line flag for the other post-processing scripts) that specify the level of detail printed to the terminal while the code is executing. You are welcome to post questions, errors, and bug reports to the BEAN-counter Google Group (http://groups.google.com/d/forum/BEAN-counter) as well as post issues and/or submit pull requests to the repository at https://github.com/csbio/BEANcounter. Troubleshooting advice for individual steps can be found in Table 1 . Step 24, generation of final clustered heat map and text-formatted output: <1 min All timings were generated using an Intel Xeon E5-1620 CPU at 3.6 GHz, using 4 of 8 cores. The test dataset consists of 2,592 conditions from nine sequencing lanes (288 conditions per lane) subsampled from the full dataset of 38,400 conditions from 50 HiSeq sequencing lanes (768 conditions per lane), screened against a pool of 310 mutants 10 . Datasets with more conditions, more mutants in the pool, and/or higher sequencing depth will require more time to process. Processing time for the interaction-scoring component (stages 2 and 6 of process_screen.py) does decrease with an increasing number of cores, although the speedup is not linear.
Anticipated results
Processing multiplexed, pooled interaction screening data with BEAN-counter involves-in addition to index tag and barcode counting with subsequent interaction scoring-various quality control procedures designed to maximize the quality of the data. The first of these quality control procedures is to ensure that the sequencing data were parsed successfully into counts of mutants by conditions. This would be shown by high percentages of index tags and barcodes matching expected sequences in the sample information and gene barcode tables, respectively, and by count distributions similar to those shown in Fig. 6 . Unsuccessful parsing may indicate an issue with the sequencing library or a mismatch between the BEAN-counter configuration files and the format of the screen. Quality control continues to be a focus during interaction scoring, during which the user must determine mutants and/or conditions to remove from the dataset based on the interaction scores they show. Although some mutants and conditions are automatically removed if they do not pass prespecified quality control criteria, others must be removed manually. For this, we visualize the data as a clustered heat map using Java TreeView to help identify the problem mutants and conditions (Fig. 7) . The most important interaction scores to focus on are those derived from negative-control conditions, as (i) mutants that show many interactions in these conditions should not be trusted and (ii) negative-control conditions that possess many interactions may reflect experimental error (contamination, mislabeling, 180°-rotated plate) or batch effects. One of the important quality control steps to perform after interaction scoring is evaluation of the correlations of biological replicate conditions (Fig. 8a) to ensure that same-compound correlations can be differentiated from differentcompound correlations.
The purpose of BEAN-counter's post-processing steps is the correction of systematic biases and other artifactual signals in the data, all of which obscure functional information present in the computed interactions. Although we do not detect batch effects in all of our large datasets, we always check for their presence-especially for index tag-and sequencing lane-related effects (Fig. 8b,c) . For the example dataset provided here, these effects do not exist at a detectable level, as evidenced by PR curves that do not rise above the background expectation and ROC curves that do not deviate from the y = x line. Importantly, even if batch effects are detected, removing them is justified only if it induces an improvement in either the PR and ROC curves. In addition to supervised batch effect removal, BEAN-counter also provides the ability to remove the largest sources of variation in an interaction dataset. We have found this useful for removing the functionally uninformative signal that is the predominant source of variation in most of our large datasets (Figs. 4 and 9) . The primary method for detecting the presence and evaluating the removal of this large, uninformative source of variation is to examine replicate profile correlations using histograms and PR/ROC curves, evaluating the ability of profile correlations to predict whether two profiles were generated using the same compound.
BEAN-counter computes interaction z-scores that represent the difference between mutants' observed and expected abundances in units of standard deviations. For analysis of individual interactions (e.g., to identify mutants that confer resistance to a drug), we recommend a strict cutoff of ±5 to focus on the mutants that have clearly deviated from their expected fitness values. We have found negative interactions to be the primary drivers of the strength and accuracy of our mode-ofaction predictions and have concluded that they contain the vast majority of the functional information from these interaction screens 10, 50 . Importantly, the entire set of interactions for a perturbation across all mutants contains an interaction profile, which is a high-dimensional, quantitative representation of gene (or chemical) function. Similarity between two interaction profiles implies that similar functions have been perturbed in the cell, a property you can use to identify, for example, novel compounds that have similar modes of action to previously characterized compounds. To gain further insights into the cellular processes affected by your perturbation(s), you can perform a Gene Ontology enrichment analysis (http://www.geneontology.org/page/go-enrichment-analysis) on the set of interacting mutants or use a tool such as CG-TARGET to predict the perturbed cellular bioprocesses using genetic interaction profiles as a functional reference (if the genetic interaction profiles are available for your species of interest) 50 . Using CG-TARGET, we identified >1,500 chemical compounds with high-confidence mode-of-action predictions from our large-scale screen of nearly 14,000 compounds, validated subsets of these predictions in orthogonal assays, and used these predictions to make broader inferences about the cellular bioprocesses that are more or less easily perturbed by chemical compounds 10, 50 .
Reporting Summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.
Code availability
The source code for BEAN-counter is available from https://github.com/csbio/BEAN-counter. It requires a license for use (the license can be obtained at http://z.umn.edu/beanctr). It is free for academic use and can be purchased on a per-project basis for commercial use.
Data availability
All data needed to process the example dataset into chemical-genetic interaction scores are available at http://csbio.cs.umn.edu/BEAN-counter/example_dataset/. These data are a subset of the complete large-scale chemical-genetic interaction dataset, which is available from http://mosaic.cs.umn.edu, the supplementary material of the associated article 10 , or the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Experimental design 1 . Sample size Describe how sample size was determined.
In this protocol, a subset of 2592 samples from the original dataset (Piotrowski et al. 2017 , Nature Chem Bio) were selected to maximize replication of specific experimental attributes (amplification with the same indexed primer, sequencing in the same HiSeq lane) for the purpose of detecting possible batch effects in the dataset while still allowing the user to process the example dataset within a reasonable timeframe.
Data exclusions
Describe any data exclusions.
The removal criteria for any data during processing are clearly described in the protocol.
Replication
Describe the measures taken to verify the reproducibility of the experimental findings.
The software has been extensively tested and shown to generate reliable and reproducible results.
Randomization
Describe how samples/organisms/participants were allocated into experimental groups.
Samples/organisms/participants were not allocated into experimental groups in this study.
Blinding
Describe whether the investigators were blinded to group allocation during data collection and/or analysis.
Note: all in vivo studies must report how sample size was determined and whether blinding and randomization were used.
Statistical parameters
For all figures and tables that use statistical methods, confirm that the following items are present in relevant figure legends (or in the Methods section if additional space is needed).
n/a Confirmed
The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement (animals, litters, cultures, etc.)
A description of how samples were collected, noting whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly A statement indicating how many times each experiment was replicated
The statistical test(s) used and whether they are one-or two-sided A clear description of statistics including central tendency (e.g. median, mean) and variation (e.g. standard deviation, interquartile range)
Clearly defined error bars in all relevant figure captions (with explicit mention of central tendency and variation)
See the web collection on statistics for biologists for further resources and guidance.
